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Abstract: Plant phenotyping plays a crucial role in understanding variations in the phenotype
of individual plants affected by environment, management, and genotype. Measurement of seed
germination is an important phenotyping stage as germination impacts on the whole plant growth
process. However, germination measurement has been limited to germination percentage of a seed
population. Understanding of the germination time, from sowing to outbreak of the radicle from seed
coat, at a single seed level is essential. How individual germination time and further plant growth
are affected by its microenvironment and management factors remains elusive. Plant phenotype
measurement system was developed to assess individual germination time of romaine lettuce
(Lactuca sativa L. var. longifolia), using time-series two-dimensional camera images, and to analyze how
microenvironment (volumetric water percent in seed tray, individual seed surface temperature and air
temperature) and management factors (coated/uncoated seeds) affect the germination time for plant
cohort research, emphasizing practicality in commercial cultivation. Germination experiments were
conducted to demonstrate the performance of the system and its applicability for a whole plant growth
process in a plant factory for commercial production and/or breeding. The developed phenotyping
platform revealed the effects of microenvironment and management factors on germination time of
individual seeds.

Keywords: germination time; phenotyping; microenvironment; management; plant cohort research;
plant factory with artificial lighting (PFAL); productivity

1. Introduction

Understanding how microenvironment and management factors affect variations in germination
time of individual seeds is an important step towards robust and consistent agricultural productions.
Variations in the traits (i.e., phenotypes) of individual plants are attributable to mainly three factors:
environment, genotype (specific to species and cultivar), and management (human and/or machine
intervention), including seed treatments. Plant phenotyping plays a crucial role in understanding
these interactions [1,2]. Plant phenotyping is a set of methodologies and protocols used to study plant
growth, performance, architecture, and composition at different scales of organization, from organs to
canopies, and it reveals the plant trait dynamics in a non-invasive and non-destructive manner [1–4].
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These measured traits may display macro- and micro-environmental variations [5]. Over the past
years, the focus has been put on developing high-throughput accurate and rapid phenotyping systems
together with image processing algorithms, which possesses potential to be adapted also for the study
under controlled environmental conditions [1,6,7].

Plant factory with artificial lighting (PFAL) is a closed plant production system, with an almost
airtight and well-insulated structure, which allows increased resource utilization efficiency under
a precisely controlled environment to produce high quantities of high quality plants year-round,
completely independently of outdoor conditions [8–14]. However, despite the highly controlled
environment in PFAL, the variations in plant individuals have been found specifically at the time of
harvesting, urging the development of a new phenotypic analysis platform [2,15].

Seed germination is one of the most important initial stages of plant growth, and the
ecophysiological status of germinated seeds has an impact on the subsequent plant growth process [2,16].
Germination is generally defined as emergence of the radicle through the surrounding structure after
water uptake by the seed [17,18]. Germination time from sowing to outbreak of the radicle from seed
coat (germination time hereafter) and its uniformity of seeds are essential for plant growth, as they
consequently affect the productivity of plant production. Plant seeds have complex phenotypes that
are difficult to quantitatively assess [19]. Therefore, measurement of seed germination is one of the
important initial stages of plant phenotyping.

Measurement of seed germination has gained much attention from plant growers, seed scientists,
and other plant biologists. Seeds from different individual plants, populations, seed lots and treatments
all influence germination percentages, speed, and uniformity [16]. Germination time provides valuable
information about the favorability of germination conditions [18]. In order to achieve uniform harvests,
it is important to identify the causes of the variations in seed germination time and eliminate those
factors that contribute to the variability [2]. The time course curves produced in seed germination tests
provide considerable information about germination time and its uniformity of seeds [17].

However, measurement of seed germination has been limited to the germination percentage over
a population of seeds that have completed germination at a given time, but not the germination time
of an individual seed [17]. Indeed, the outputs of various measurement methods of seed germination
that have been adopted for many years have been a mean or median of germination time or percentage
of specific seed lots. The past studies have indicated the limitations of these methods [16,17,20,21].
To achieve accurate quantification of germination, there have been studies including high-throughput
automatic scoring and evaluation of germination [22,23]. However, how microenvironment and
management factors affect germination time of individual seeds and subsequent plant growth has not
been investigated in detail. In order to elucidate the individual phenotype variations, it is essential to
measure germination time of individual seeds and to analyze how microenvironment and management
factors affect individual germination time and subsequent plant growth.

In this study, a plant phenotype measurement system was developed to assess germination
time (GT) of individual seeds of romaine lettuce (Lactuca sativa L. var. longifolia) in seed trays each
with 300 seeds, using time series data on two-dimensional (2D) camera images, and to analyze each
germination time as affected by its surrounding microenvironment (volumetric water percent of the
substrate in each tray, individual seed surface temperature and air temperature) and management
factors (coated and uncoated seeds) of individual seeds. Using this system, plant cohort research was
conducted in this study as an initial stage of the whole plant growth process. The modular system
was designed with an emphasis on practicality and scalability in commercial plant production in
PFALs. This system achieves low cost with small cameras and sensors, along with cultivation method
similar to the one in commercial PFALs. Experiments on germination were conducted to demonstrate
the performance of the system and its applicability for a whole plant growth process in a PFAL for
large-scale commercial production and/or breeding. This present study is part of and will contribute to
a broader plant cohort research project.
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In the plant cohort research, the life cycle phenome history of individual plants can be measured
continuously and noninvasively, and analyzed from seed sowing to harvesting by using phenotyping
units, along with the time course data on environment, management, and resource inputs/outputs in
PFAL [2,11,12,24]. Plant cohort refers to a relatively large group of plant individuals with a statistical
factor (such as cultivar, planting density, and cultivation system) in common with the plants in a PFAL
for commercial plant production and/or breeding [2,11,12,24]. For the plant cohort research, the time
series data sets in the data warehouse (DWH) can be used, which leads to identification of an optimal
set points of environmental factors for maximizing multi-objective function, and concurrently improve
plant productivity and breed new cultivars in PFAL [2,11,12,24].

Through this study, germination time of individual seeds were obtained from time series 2D
camera images by using the developed plant phenotype measurement system as an initial stage of
the plant cohort research in PFALs. Furthermore, the phenotyping platform revealed the effects of
microenvironment and management factors on germination time of individual seeds.

2. Materials and Methods

2.1. Description of the System

A germination container box (GCB) equipped with phenotyping and microenvironmental sensing
units was designed and developed (Figure 1). GCB consists of five major units and parts: temperature
control (A–C), phenotyping (D–G), sensors (H), cultivation (I–K), and an exterior box frame (L)
(Figure 1a). The original GCB (WR-60CHL-S; Keibunsha Seisakusho, Hiroshima, Japan) was composed
of an air conditioner, air outlet of air conditioner, and electric heater, which were built in an exterior
box with frame (A, B, C, and L, respectively; Figure 1a,b).

Figure 1. Cont.
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Figure 1. Germination container box (GCB) equipped with phenotyping and microenvironmental 
sensing units. (a) Schematic diagram. 1) Temperature control unit: Air conditioner (A), Air outlet of 
air conditioner (B), Electric heater (C). 2) Phenotyping unit: Control board (×4) (D), Red-green-blue 
(RGB) camera (×4) (E), Thermal camera (×4) (F), White light emitting diode (LED) for flash (×4) (G). 3) 
Air temperature/relative humidity sensor (×4) (H). 4) Cultivation unit: Seed tray with substrate (seed 
tray) (×4) (I), Acrylic plate (J), Reinforcement bar (K). 5) Exterior box with frame (L); (b) Exterior of 
GCB; (c) Inside view of GCB; (d) Phenotyping unit with the flash off (upper image) and on (lower 
image). 

Phenotyping and microenvironmental sensing and cultivation units were additionally installed 
to GCB; newly installed items include a control board (Raspberry Pi 3 Model B; Raspberry Pi 
Foundation, Cambridge, United Kingdom) (×4), red-green-blue (RGB) camera (Raspberry Pi Pi NoIR 
Camera Module V2; Raspberry Pi Foundation, Cambridge, United Kingdom) (×4), thermal camera 
(FLIR Lepton 3.5; FLIR Systems, Inc., Wilsonville, OR, USA) (×4), white light emitting diode (LED) 
for flash of RGB camera (15 white LED tape, 300 mm) (SOF-15W-30-3SMD; Tokulumi Co., Ltd., Kwai 
Chung, Hong Kong) (×4), air temperature/relative humidity sensor (AM2302; Guangzhou Aosong 
Electronics Co., Ltd., Guangzhou, China) (×4), seed tray with substrate (seed tray) (605 × 300 × 42 mm) 
(×4), acrylic plate (thickness: 3 mm), and reinforcement bar (thickness: 20 mm) (D, E, F, G, H, I, J, K; 
Figure 1a). 

The phenotyping units, sets of RGB camera, thermal camera (160 × 120 pixel, with temperature 
measurement function), and LED were installed 620 mm above the surface of each seed tray (Figure 
1c, d). As emphasizing the design principle for the phenotyping unit, cost-effectiveness and 
compactness were given priority for the selection of the cameras, with a vision to ultimately apply to 
commercial production in PFALs and breeding. Air temperature/relative humidity sensors were 
setup in the upper right/left of the cultivation trays. The cultivation unit contains space for four seed 
trays, designed to maintain consistency of each tray’s location. Each substrate in the seed tray consists 
of 300 (= 25 × 12) foamed urethane cubes, each with a hole of 11.5 mm in diameter and 6 mm in depth. 
All seeds in each tray are numbered in accordance with the position in the seed tray (Pi (i ＝ 1 ~ 300)) 
(Figure 2). By using the air conditioner and electric heater built in the GCB, air temperature inside 
the GCB can be controlled within the range of 10 to 40 °C. 

Figure 1. Germination container box (GCB) equipped with phenotyping and microenvironmental
sensing units. (a) Schematic diagram. (1) Temperature control unit: Air conditioner (A), Air outlet of
air conditioner (B), Electric heater (C). (2) Phenotyping unit: Control board (×4) (D), Red-green-blue
(RGB) camera (×4) (E), Thermal camera (×4) (F), White light emitting diode (LED) for flash (×4) (G).
(3) Air temperature/relative humidity sensor (×4) (H). (4) Cultivation unit: Seed tray with substrate
(seed tray) (×4) (I), Acrylic plate (J), Reinforcement bar (K). (5) Exterior box with frame (L); (b) Exterior
of GCB; (c) Inside view of GCB; (d) Phenotyping unit with the flash off (upper image) and on
(lower image).

Phenotyping and microenvironmental sensing and cultivation units were additionally installed to
GCB; newly installed items include a control board (Raspberry Pi 3 Model B; Raspberry Pi Foundation,
Cambridge, United Kingdom) (×4), red-green-blue (RGB) camera (Raspberry Pi Pi NoIR Camera
Module V2; Raspberry Pi Foundation, Cambridge, United Kingdom) (×4), thermal camera (FLIR
Lepton 3.5; FLIR Systems, Inc., Wilsonville, OR, USA) (×4), white light emitting diode (LED) for flash
of RGB camera (15 white LED tape, 300 mm) (SOF-15W-30-3SMD; Tokulumi Co., Ltd., Kwai Chung,
Hong Kong) (×4), air temperature/relative humidity sensor (AM2302; Guangzhou Aosong Electronics
Co., Ltd., Guangzhou, China) (×4), seed tray with substrate (seed tray) (605 × 300 × 42 mm) (×4), acrylic
plate (thickness: 3 mm), and reinforcement bar (thickness: 20 mm) (D, E, F, G, H, I, J, K; Figure 1a).

The phenotyping units, sets of RGB camera, thermal camera (160 × 120 pixel, with temperature
measurement function), and LED were installed 620 mm above the surface of each seed tray (Figure 1c,d).
As emphasizing the design principle for the phenotyping unit, cost-effectiveness and compactness
were given priority for the selection of the cameras, with a vision to ultimately apply to commercial
production in PFALs and breeding. Air temperature/relative humidity sensors were setup in the upper
right/left of the cultivation trays. The cultivation unit contains space for four seed trays, designed to
maintain consistency of each tray’s location. Each substrate in the seed tray consists of 300 (=25 × 12)
foamed urethane cubes, each with a hole of 11.5 mm in diameter and 6 mm in depth. All seeds in
each tray are numbered in accordance with the position in the seed tray (Pi (i = 1~300)) (Figure 2).
By using the air conditioner and electric heater built in the GCB, air temperature inside the GCB can be
controlled within the range of 10 to 40 ◦C.
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Figure 2. Plane view of seed tray with substrate consisting of 300 (=25 × 12) foamed urethane cubes.
All seeds in each tray are numbered in accordance with the position in the seed tray with plant seed
number (Pi (i = 1~300)).

2.2. Phenotyping and Microenvironmental Sensing Units

For unification and analysis of time series data, a DWH was built [25] and further modified to
improve operability. Each RGB camera, thermal camera, LED, and air temperature/relative humidity
sensor (phenotyping and microenvironmental sensing unit) is connected to each control board and
designed to be activated at specified time intervals (the shortest possible period of every one minute).
All data obtained from phenotyping and microenvironmental sensing units are automatically sent to
the DWH through the control boards.

To derive GT of individual seeds, the RGB camera was used to acquire time series 2D image data.
The thermal camera was applied to obtain time series data of seed surface temperature of individual
seeds (SST). Prior to installing thermal cameras, calibration was performed using thermocouples.
With the thermal camera, 19,200 pixels/surface temperatures of substrate per image are acquired.
The system was programmed to extract SST (300 pixels per image/seed tray) automatically from the
original thermal image. All SST data are assigned with consecutive seed numbers in the seed tray
(Pi (i = 1~300)) (Figure 2).

2.3. Germination Time (GT) Acquired from RGB Image

GT of individual seeds were acquired from time series RGB images. Figure 3 shows the process
of deriving GT from RGB images. Representative images with 0.5 h intervals are shown. The time
series RGB images of seed trays were continuously obtained from the RGB camera at set intervals and
then sent automatically to the DWH (Figure 3). One RGB image covers one seed tray that contains
300 seeds on a foamed urethan substrate (Figure 3). Each RGB image of seed tray is processed to be
divided into 300 images of individual seeds. Then, these time series RGB images of each individual
seed are re-sequenced in a chronological order (Figure 3).
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Figure 3. Process of acquiring germination time (GT) from time series red-green-blue (RGB) image data.
Time series RGB images of seed trays were obtained from the RGB camera at set intervals and then sent
automatically to the data warehouse (DWH) (left image). Each RGB image covers one seed tray with
300 seeds on a foamed urethan substrate (left image). An example of marked seed number P215 is
shown (left image). After each RGB image of seed tray is segmented into 300 images of individual
seeds, time series of individual seed images are re-sequenced in a chronological order to determine GT
by selecting the germinated seed (right image). Time course RGB data of seed P215 every 0.5 h (HAS:
hours after sowing) with GT of 20 h is shown (right image).

To determine GT, the RGB image of a germinated seed was selected among the time course
images of each seed (Figure 3). Binary judgement was made to all the RGB images to identify the
presence (T) or absence (F) of germination, i.e., annotation. The decision criteria for the presence
of germination were set as when approximately 1-mm-long root/radicle, extending from the outer
seed coat or cracked coating, was observed. In addition to determining germination by RGB images,
ground truth measurements from all actual seeds at 48 h after sowing (HAS), hours of imbibition/water
absorption, were conducted to confirm or correct the original binary classification/annotation. The GT
and binary classification/annotation data together with RGB image data were output to CSV files as
data sets along with environment and management data.

2.4. Experimental Design

2.4.1. Data Acquisition

To demonstrate the performance of GCB with phenotyping and microenvironmental sensing units,
experiments were conducted from seed sowing to 48 HAS (germination stage). For this experiment,
the actuation time of the RGB camera, air temperature/relative humidity sensor and thermal camera
were set at every 0.5 h, 0.17 h (10 min), and 48 h, respectively.

During the single germination stage, 96 RGB images (0.5 h × 48 h) per seed tray were obtained by
each RGB camera. Twenty-eight thousand and eight hundred data sets with RGB images (300 seeds/seed
tray × 96 RGB images), together with annotation data, GT of 300 seeds, and microenvironment and
management data can be obtained from the single seed tray from one germination experiment. If four
seed trays were used at once in GCB, 115,200 data sets (28,800 × 4 seed trays) can be obtained from a
single experiment.

2.4.2. Variables and Symbols

List of symbols and variable names are described in Table 1. Besides GT and SST, average GT
per 300 seeds in a seed tray (GT), and average SST per 300 seeds in a seed tray 48 HAS (SST) were
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calculated, respectively. Volumetric percentage of nutrient solution in seed tray (VPNS) was quantified,
but not for each substrate for individual seeds in this study. Setpoint air temperature of GCB (SAT), air
temperature inside the GCB (AT) and average AT at 48 HAS (AT) were also collected. The germination
percentage (GP) was calculated by the number of germinated seeds per 300 seeds in a seed tray 48 HAS.
Furthermore, hourly germination rate (speed of germination) (GR) and average GR per 300 seeds in
a seed tray 48 HAS (GR = GP/GT) were determined. For the data analysis of experimental results,
software R, a language and environment for statistical computing and graphics, was used [26].

Table 1. List of symbols, variable names with descriptions and units.

Symbol Variable name/Description Unit

AT Air temperature inside the germination container box (GCB)
◦C

AT Average AT at 48 h after sowing (HAS)
C Coated seed -
GP Germination percentage per 300 seeds 48 HAS %
GR Hourly germination rate of individual seed (inverse of GT) h−1

GR Average GR per 300 seeds (GP divided by GT) % h−1

GT Germination time course (from seed sowing to outbreak of the radicle from seed coat) of
individual seed h

GT Average GT per 300 seeds
SST Seed surface temperature of individual seed

◦C
SST Average SST per 300 seeds 48 HAS
SAT Setpoint air temperature of GCB ◦C
U Uncoated seed -
VPNS Volumetric percentage of nutrient solution in seed tray %

2.4.3. Plant Material and Culture Conditions

To analyze GT as effected by its surrounding microenvironment and management factors,
experiments on seed germination were carried out with a focus on altering air temperature (SAT) and
volumetric water/nutrient solution percent in seed tray (VPNS), considering the two major elements
for germination to occur: temperature and water [17,20]. Thus, as shown in Table 2, two kinds of
experiments, altering either (1) SAT or (2) VPNS during the germination stage, were conducted: (1) SAT
of 12 ◦C, 16 ◦C, 20 ◦C, 24 ◦C, 28 ◦C, 32 ◦C, 36 ◦C, and 40 ◦C, whereas VPNS was fixed at 86%, with
management factors of uncoated seed (U) and coated seed (C), i.e., 16 conditions, and (2) VPNS of 77%,
82% and 86% as SAT was fixed at 20 ◦C [27] for both U and C, i.e., 6 conditions.

Table 2. Experimental design (see Table 1 for abbreviations).

Treatments Measured Calculated

(1)
SAT: 12 ◦C, 16 ◦C, 20 ◦C, 24 ◦C, 28 ◦C, 32 ◦C, 36 ◦C, 40 ◦C

GT, GT
SST, SST
AT, AT

GP

GR, GR
CVt (St/GT)
CVt (St/SST)

VPNS: 86%
Seed type: U and C

(2)
SAT: 20 ◦C

VPNS: 77%, 82%, 86%
Seed type: U and C

As for management factors, two types of seeds (U and C) of romaine lettuce (Lactuca sativa L. var.
longifolia, Lomaria, TLE487, offered by Takii & Co., Kyoto, Japan) were used. Substrates with color
of black, made of flexible polyurethane foam (MIRAI Co., Ltd., Kashiwa, Japan, 584 × 280 × 28 mm,
300 wells, 12 mm in diameter × 6 mm deep), were used in the seed trays. For this study, black substrate,
instead of white substrate, was chosen to facilitate an accurate detection of GT from RGB images.

For nutrient solution, Chiba University’s lettuce formula [28] was used, with nutrient solution
temperature, pH and electrical conductivity of 20 ◦C, 6.5 and 1.9 mS cm−1, respectively. In addition
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to automated data acquisition with phenotyping and microenvironmental sensing units and other
environmental data, management data, such as culturist, time required for sowing, and identified
numbers of germinated seeds from RGB images, were collected, along with seed type (U and C).
The experiments were conducted under identical conditions: substrates were soaked in the set amount
of nutrient solution and the same GCB was used.

Except when the flashes for RGB camera were on (10 s/time for photographing), inside the GCB
was kept dark during the experiment: the photosynthetic photon flux density (PPFD) at the position
of the seed tray was 0.03 to 0.05 µmol m−2 s−1. The GCB was placed inside the environmentally
controllable cultivation room of PFAL, located at Kashiwanoha Campus of Chiba University, with air
temperature, relative humidity and CO2 concentrations inside the cultivation room of 20 ◦C, 80~100%
and 1500 µmol mol−1, respectively.

3. Results

A plant phenotype measurement system was developed to assess GT of romaine lettuce (L. sativa
L. var. longifolia) in seed trays each with 300 seeds, using time series data on 2D camera images, and to
analyze each GT as affected by its surrounding microenvironment (SST, VPNS, and air temperature)
and management (U and C) factors of individual seeds for plant cohort research. Experiments on
germination were conducted to demonstrate the performance of the system and its applicability for a
whole plant growth process in a PFAL for large-scale commercial production and/or breeding.

GT of individual seeds were acquired from time series RGB images (Figure 4). Figure 3 shows
the process of deriving GT from RGB images. Representative images with 0.5 h intervals are shown.
The time series RGB images of seed trays were continuously obtained from the RGB camera at set
intervals and then sent automatically to the DWH (Figure 3). One RGB image covered one seed tray
that contained 300 seeds on a foamed urethan substrate (Figure 3). Each RGB image of seed tray was
processed to be divided into 300 images of individual seeds. Then, these time series RGB images of
each individual seed were re-sequenced in a chronological order (Figure 3).

Figure 4. Germination time (GT) acquired from time series red-green-blue (RGB) images, obtained
continuously from sowing until 48 h after sowing (HAS).

To determine GT, the RGB image of a germinated seed was selected among the time course
images of each seed (Figure 3). Binary judgement was made to all the RGB images to identify the
presence (T) or absence (F) of germination, i.e., annotation. The decision criteria for the presence of
germination were set as when approximately 1-mm-long root/radicle, extending from the outer seed
coat or cracked coating, was observed. In addition to determining germination by RGB images, ground
truth measurements from all actual seeds at 48 HAS were conducted to confirm or correct the original
binary classification/annotation. The GT and binary classification/annotation data together with RGB
image data were output to CSV files as data sets along with environment and management data.
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In addition to deriving GT of individual seeds from time series RGB camera, the thermal camera
was applied to obtain time series data of seed surface temperature of individual seeds (SST). With the
thermal camera, 19,200 pixels/surface temperatures of substrate per image were acquired. The system
was programmed to extract SST (300 pixels per image/seed tray) automatically from the original thermal
image. All SST data were assigned with consecutive seed numbers in the seed tray (Pi (i = 1~300))
(Figure 2).

Two kinds of experiments, either different (1) SAT or (2) VPNS during the germination stage for
both U and C, were conducted. For the first experiment, different SAT every 4 ◦C from 12 to 40 ◦C
with VPNS of 86% was identified; for the second experiment, VPNS of 77%, 82%, and 86% with SAT of
20 ◦C was identified (Table 2).

Figure 5 shows the probability density function (PDF) of GT to (1) different SAT with VPNS of
86% (Figure 5a,b) and (2) different VPNS with SAT of 20 ◦C (Figure 5c,d), using 300 seeds of U and C,
respectively. Variance of GT was found for both U and C in accordance with variable microenvironments,
SAT and VPNS, and management factors (Figure 5). Earlier and uniform germination are beneficial
for the consistent production. For this experiment, SAT of 24 ◦C with VPNS of 86% and management
factor U showed the earliest and most uniform germination (Figure 5a).

Figure 5. Probability density function (PDF) of germination time (GT) under (1) different setpoint air
temperature (SAT) and volumetric percentage of nutrient solution in seed tray (VPNS) of 86% each
with (a) uncoated seed—U and (b) coated seed—C, and (2) different VPNS and SAT of 20 ◦C with U (c)
and C (d) (see Table 1 for abbreviations).
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Figure 6 illustrates scatter diagrams of GT and SST under (1) different SAT with VPNS of 86%
(Figure 6a,b) and (2) different VPNS with SAT of 20 ◦C (Figure 6c,d), each with both 300 of U and C.
GT and SST of individual seeds were quantified in response to different SAT, VPNS and U/C (Figure 6).
Variance of GT and SST differed depending on the microenvironment and management factor. In this
experiment, for U with different SAT with fixed VPNS, overall germination was limited or not found
with SAT of 36 ◦C and 40 ◦C (Figure 6a, Table 3).

Figure 6. Scatter diagram of germination time (GT) and seed surface temperature (SST) under (1)
different setpoint air temperature (SAT) and volumetric percentage of nutrient solution in seed tray
(VPNS) of 86% each with 300 (a) uncoated seeds—U and (b) coated seeds—C, (2) different VPNS and
SAT of 20 ◦C with U (c) and C (d). Each symbol corresponds to one seed (see Table 1 for abbreviations).

Figure 7 describes SST and AT under different SAT (12, 16, 20, 24, 28, 32, 36, 40 ◦C) with VPNS
of 86%, each with 300 of both U and C. For both U and C, SST was lower than SAT at higher SAT,
especially of 36 ◦C and 40 ◦C, whereas AT remained closer to SAT.

Table 3 shows GT, AT, SST, GP, GR, Identified percent, coefficient of variation of GT (CVt) and
SST (CVs), each with different VPNS, SAT, and U/C. In addition to GT, SST and AT, GP was measured
for each treatment. Identified percent is the percentage obtained by dividing the number of seeds of
identified GT from RGB images by germinated seeds 48 HAS. The degree of uniformity of both GT and
SST was quantified with CVt and CVs, respectively. Furthermore, GR was calculated and indicated the
difference in average germination rate for each condition.

St =

√√
1
n

n∑
i=1

(
GT −GT

)2
. (1)
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Figure 7. Average seed surface temperature (SST) and average air temperature (AT) under different
setpoint air temperature (SAT) (12, 16, 20, 24, 28, 32, 36, 40 ◦C) and volumetric percentage of nutrient
solution in seed tray (VPNS) of 86%, each with 300 uncoated seeds (U) and coated seeds (C). Some data
of AT include the average temperature of a shorter time period than 48 h.

Table 3. Average air temperature (AT), average germination time (GT), average seed surface temperature
(SST), germination percentage per 300 seeds 48 h after sowing (GP), Identified percent, and coefficient
of variation of germination time (CVt) and seed surface temperature (CVs) together with average hourly
germination rate per 300 seeds (GR), each with different volumetric percentage of nutrient solution in
seed tray (VPNS), setpoint air temperature (SAT), and uncoated seed (U)/coated seed (C). (see Table 1
for abbreviations).

Seed
Type

VPNS
(%)

SAT
(◦C)

Measured Value Calculated Value

AT 1

(◦C)
GT
(h)

SST
(◦C)

GP
(%)

Identified
Percent 2

(%)

CVt
[St/GT]

CVs
[St/SST]

GR
[GP/GT]
(% h−1)

U
86

40 39.4 25.0 33.3 0 - - 0.04 0.00
36 35.9 21.8 30.3 1 67 0.2 0.02 0.05
32 31.9 24.9 30.2 81 98 0.2 0.01 3.25
28 27.9 21.7 25.9 100 83 0.3 0.01 4.60
24 24.0 18.6 22.5 100 77 0.3 0.01 5.38
20 20.4 27.2 18.9 100 90 0.2 0.01 3.68
16 16.4 29.7 14.7 100 79 0.2 0.01 3.36
12 12.9 38.2 10.4 100 46 0.1 0.02 2.62

82 20 19.9 23.6 19.4 100 86 0.2 0.00 4.23

77 20 20.0 26.7 20.4 100 89 0.2 0.01 3.74

C
86

40 38.3 22.8 32.2 91 62 0.3 0.03 3.98
36 35.2 25.6 30.0 86 83 0.3 0.01 3.36
32 31.9 24.3 28.7 79 97 0.4 0.01 3.24
28 27.9 20.2 26.8 99 95 0.4 0.01 4.93
24 25.8 29.2 23.8 100 99 0.2 0.00 3.42
20 20.4 28.5 19.1 100 86 0.2 0.00 3.51
16 16.4 33.0 15.6 100 81 0.2 0.01 3.02
12 12.3 41.1 10.4 100 47 0.1 0.02 2.43

82 20 19.9 33.4 18.9 100 42 0.2 0.01 3.00

77 20 19.9 36.5 18.7 48 83 0.1 0.01 1.32
1 Some data of AT include the average temperature of shorter time period than 48 h. 2 Identified percent: percentage
of identified GT from red-green-blue (RGB) images per germinated seeds 48 HAS.
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4. Discussion

The objective of this study was to develop a plant phenotype measurement system to assess GT
of individual seeds using time series data of 2D camera images and to analyze each GT as affected
by its surrounding microenvironment and management factors of individual seeds for a wider plant
cohort research project using the developed system. Experiments on germination were conducted to
demonstrate the performance of the plant phenotype measurement system and its applicability for a
whole plant growth process in a PFAL for large-scale commercial production and/or breeding.

Through the germination experiments of (1) different SAT with fixed VPNS and (2) different VPNS
with fixed SAT each with U and C, GT of individual seeds were obtained from RGB images and were
assessed for the effect of its surrounding microenvironment (SST, VPNS, and air temperature) and
management factors (U and C) (Table 2). Our results together demonstrate the utility of the developed
phenotyping unit for plant cohort research and future applications for further plant growth processes
in PFAL for commercial production and/or breeding.

Traditional measurement of germination has been limited to the germination percentage of a
seed population but not the germination time of individual seeds [17]. The result values of GP or
GT shown in Table 3 represent an example of a previous germination measurement. Moreover, how
microenvironment and management factors affect germination time of individual seeds and further
plant growth had not been discussed in detail.

In this study, GT of individual seed could be obtained from time series data of 2D camera images,
which were sent automatically and stored in the DWH together with other time course data captured
from phenotyping and microenvironmental sensing units installed in GCB. Figure 6 illustrates GT
of individual seeds sown in a seed tray each with 300 seeds under different treatments. Variance or
uniformity of GT per 300 seeds was also demonstrated based on individual GT (Figure 5).

The results indicated that individual GT variations were affected by each microenvironment
(SST, VPNS, and air temperature) and management factor such as seed type (U and C) (Figure 5,
Figure 6). Each treatment with different air temperature or volumetric water/nutrient percent of the
substrate, both with U and C, reflected the differing tendency of GT or variance of GT. In addition to
microenvironmental factors, the results indicated that management factor (U and C) affected GT; GT
itself and variance of GT varied in response to seed type (Figure 5, Figure 6).

Furthermore, this experiments showed differing GP, particularly SAT of 36 ◦C and 40 ◦C, between
U and C; little or no germination occurred with U, whereas GP with C and SAT of 36 ◦C and 40 ◦C were
86% and 91%, respectively (Table 3). This result indicates that C was less affected by microenvironment
of higher air temperature. While on the other hand, with smaller volumetric percent in nutrient
solution (VPNS), especially at 77% with SAT of 20 ◦C, values of GT, GP, and GR were all smaller with
C than U (Table 3). This implies that C was more affected by microenvironment of smaller volumetric
water/nutrient percent of the substrate.

Figure 7 and Table 3 explained that under higher SAT, especially at 36 ◦C and 40 ◦C, SST was
lower than the SAT by approximately 6 to 8 ◦C, whereas AT remained closer to SAT (even at higher
SAT). This implies that it is critical to observe the microenvironment, and more attention should
be paid to analyzing the relationship between various factors of microenvironment, management,
and dynamic phenotypes.

As Figure 6 demonstrated individual GT under different microenvironments of SST, VPNS and
air temperature together with management factors of U and C, it is presumed that some outliers of
individual seeds can be found. Therefore, time series data of its surrounding microenvironment,
management factors, and possibly genotype can be used to analyze what has generated the particular
outliers [2]. Such analysis will also help to identify the causes of variation in seed germination time,
which enables to remove the particular causes of variation [2].

We acknowledge that there are several limitations in this study. First, there were indeed limitations
to determine GT from time series data of 2D camera images that were used for this study. By comparing
with ground truth data on germination 48 HAS, GT of some germinated seeds were not obtained from
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the RGB images as shown with identified percent in Table 3. This challenge will be addressed in the
future studies by improving the phenotyping unit and incorporating artificial intelligence (AI) in the
system for automated acquisition of GT.

Second, there is a possibility that the result was affected by additional microenvironment and
management factors other than SST, VPNS, air temperature, and seed type. In particular, inclination of
water surface, which was possibly caused by procedures for manually carrying the seed tray or soaking
substrate in the water/nutrient solution, may have caused variation or 2D horizontal distribution
of SST. For the future study, 2D horizontal distribution should be taken into account to analyze the
effect of microenvironment and management factors. The 2D horizontal distribution of individual
phenotype, microenvironment and management, such as water/nutrient solution, light, substrate,
and other factors, may occur particularly with further plant growth [2].

Third, seed lots used for this study were different for each seed type of U and C. Ideally, the same
seed population/lot should be used to compare the effect of management factor. In the future study,
with the breeding and seed production in PFAL, this issue should be overcome by also tracing the seed
production process and treatments.

In this study, the developed plant phenotype measurement platform revealed the effects of
microenvironment and management factors on GT of individual seeds for plant cohort research.
This indicates possibility of contributing to increasing in growth rate, plant quality and uniformity in
plant production. In the future studies, additional conditions with multiple varieties/genotypes will be
tested with this system. For the plant cohort research in PFALs, further study on plant growth stage is
expected to continuously analyze individual phenotypes together with plant communities to assess
interactions of plant phenotype dynamics with microenvironment, management, and genotype for life
cycle history of individual plants to improve productivity of plant production and breeding in PFALs.

5. Conclusions

In this study, plant phenotype measurement system was developed to assess GT of individual
seeds, using time-series 2D camera images, and to analyze how microenvironment and management
factors affect the GT for plant cohort research. In particular, the low cost and compact modular system
designed in this study emphasizes the practicality and scalability in commercial plant production in
PFALs. Using this system, germination experiments were conducted to demonstrate the performance of
the system and its applicability for a whole plant growth process in a PFAL for commercial production
and/or breeding.

Through this study, GT of individual seeds were obtained from time series 2D camera images
by using the developed modular plant phenotype measurement system as an initial stage of the
plant cohort research in PFALs. Furthermore, the phenotyping platform revealed the effects of
microenvironment and management factors on GT of individual seeds. Our modular plant phenotype
measurement system should advance the commercial plant production in PFALs.

6. Patents
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